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ResearchMatch launches updated website!
ResearchMatch is excited to announce our newly redesigned website! Visit
ResearchMatch.org to explore these new updates and features, including:
Stories about why volunteers joined ResearchMatch and who our
volunteers are
Animated video on How ResearchMatch Works
Information about ResearchMatch and how it came to be
A list of non-profit organizations we collaborate with
And much more!
And as always, thank you for continuing to be a ResearchMatch volunteer!
Your participation makes a difference.
Tell us what you think of the new website atinfo@researchmatch.org. We
would love to hear from you!

Animated video: How does ResearchMatch work?

Recorded events: The importance of
participating in health research and
ResearchMatch
The ResearchMatch team recently participated in several live social media
events to talk about participating in health research with Spanish-speaking
Hispanic community members. The team discussed why it is important for
Hispanics to participate in research, how ResearchMatch works, and
addressed concerns about participating in research.
See below for a list of these recorded events with our collaborators.

"Platicas" Facebook Live Interview with the National Latino
Behavioral Health Association

The National Behavioral Latino Health
Association (NLBHA) serves as a unified
national voice for Latino populations for
behavioral health. In collaboration with the Office
of Peer Recovery and Engagement, NLBHA is
hosting the “Platicas” Facebook live series to
discuss helpful tips and positive steps on
improving continuum of care and recovery
efforts. You can listen to the “Platica” by clicking
here.

La Familia de Broward Broadcast
La Familia de Broward is a family-oriented
media outlet based in South Florida that
provides a variety of resources to new Hispanic
Immigrant families. La Familia de Broward
Podcast, hosted by Adriana Carrera, is a space
to discuss various topics that are important to
the Hispanic Community.

Uniendo Culturas Instagram Live Event
Rossmari Palomo is a blogger who is passionate
about helping the Hispanic community. Her
Instagram page has over 123,000 followers and
is a space where she shares information,
resources, and interviews with experts on
various topics that are of interest to the Hispanic
Community. You can visit Uniendo Culturas
here.

New non-profit collaborations
ResearchMatch is proud to announce collaborations with the following nonprofit organizations:
Children’s Flight of Hope (CFOH) is a nonprofit organization providing flights to
specialized medical care for children in
need. CFOH offers hope and healing to
families needing access to medical care far
from home. They are committed to helping
families primarily through commercial flights

throughout the duration of their child’s
medical treatment through age 18.
The South Florida Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce (SFLHCC) seeks to provide
opportunities in commerce to the different
Hispanic populations that exist in South
Florida, one of the more diverse areas of the
state. The SFLHCC has a mission of
promoting the continued growth and
development of the Hispanic community.
They provide business opportunities, and
serve as a resource center and forum to
advocate for Hispanic and minority owned
businesses.
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